Nanjing AVIC Science and Technology City
Landscape Design

Nanjing AVIC Science and Technology City is envisioned to be one of the most innovative new communities in Nanjing’s historical core area. SWA team conducted site investigation and analysis to fully understand the contextual setting, and developed a set of “preservation” strategies of the important historical buildings and existing landscape features. On top of that, social activity/culturally sensitive program for the open space was studied to inform a “people oriented” landscape design that maximizes the dynamics and popularity of each space typology through the site.

SWA proposed rich and multilayered urban public spaces that respond to the complex architectural conditions from B1 level sunken plazas to ground level parks/squares, while carefully locating preservation zones within the high-density development area. Memorable landscape spaces including the signature boulevards, promenade, core district, community Park and plaza/streets are proposed to enhance the unique characters of the site while honoring the historical elements.

Location
Nanjing, China
Client
Nanjing AVIC Science and Technology City Development Co. Ltd.
SWA Scope
Landscape Architecture Services
Size
40 hectares
Architect
Callison Architects
Awards
ASLA Texas Chapter Honor Award